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W E HOWELL, 8:15 A.M.

The topic this morning is The Master Teacher. Not
so much in the current use of that term as in its application
to what it means to one who has been blessed with the spiritual
gift of teaching. Since teaching is a spiritual give we are
justified in expecting the appearance in the teacher's life and
in the quality of his work, highly spiritual characteristics.
More than that, we are . justified in claiming from Him who bestows this great grace upon us a full measure of spiritual power

in the life and the bearing of spiritual fruits in the service
that the teacher gives. Yesterday we noted a little some
qualities that make the teacher apt or fit in his work. It is
not sufficient that a man, in order to be an effective teacher,
should merely have the gift of teaching conferred upon him, but
the use which he makes of that gift, the trading he does upon
the talent is really what counts, so far as the effectiveness of
his service is concerned and the fruitage that that service

brings.
Now in the fifth chapter of Hebrews I want to note a few
thoughts this morning. I have long claimed a part of the fifth
chapter of Hebrews as the teacher's chapter. Now I claim it
all as the teacher's chapter. I don't mean exclusively, of
course, but as setting out those qualities and experiences
which it seems to me it is the high privilege of the teacher
to have.
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In the fourth chapter and fifteenth verse, leading up a
little bit to the fifth chapter, we have that statement which
we all so greatly value and quote so much: *For we have not
a high priest which cannot be touched with the feelings of our
infirmities, but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet
without sin.* Then the fifth chapter begins delineating the
qualities of the high priest. Now recently in reading in the
book Education, I got rather a new idea from this chapter, to
which I wish to call attention, where this fifteenth verse

of the fourth chapter is quoted. It is on page 78, under
the chapter The Master Teacher, or rather the Master Teacher
under the general chapter, The Teacher Sent from God.
*He who seeks to transform himanity, must himself understand
humanity. Only through sympathy, faith, and love, can men be
reached and uplifted. Here Christ stands revealed as the
Master Teacher. Of all that ever dwelt on the earth, He alone

has perfect un derstanding of the human soul. * Our understanding
of that soul, then, will depend upon the connection we have with
the Master Teacher, and the light that shines upon our own
vision and our own experience. Then it goes on, *He have not
an high priest (Master Teacher, for it presents here the teacher)
We have not a master teacher that can not be touched with
the feeling of our infirmities."

Not only .our personal individ,

ual infirmity, but our infirmity as teachers, our infirmities
in appropriating and trading upon the gift of teaching. He is
touched with the feeling of our infirmity because of the teacher's
experience that looms large in him. But he path been tempted
like as we are. Then reading on in the fifth chapter with that
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thought in mind, beginning with the first verse and substituting the idea of Master Teacher for High Priest. I do not

believe that this in any sense misappropriates this language.
"For every Masten Teacher taken from among men is ordained"
for what purpose? for man. In what things? In the things
pertaining to God, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices
for sin. This is referring to whom? The Master Teacher, the
one chosen from among men, who can have compassion on what
class? Compassion on the ignorant. What a high quality for
the teacher to cultivate, compassion on the ignorant. On them

that are where? Out of the way. Another marked quality in the
teacher. Those who are reckless, those who do not pursue the
course that they ought to as students under our instruction,
compassion on them that are out of the way. Why does the Master
Teacher exercise those qualities? For that he himself also is
compassed with infirmities. Put that together with the statement that the great master teacher, the lead of us all, is

touched with the feeling of our infirmities, how then ought
we to be touched with the infirmities of those with whom we deal?
And by reason hereof he ought to do what? He ought as for the
people, so also for himself, to offer for sins. Now in the
service of the high priest chosen from among men, he must
make an offering for etas himself, because he is among the

class of sinners to whom pertains the grace of Christ. So the
teacher, as he pursues his work, must draw from heaven first that
experience of forgiveness of sin and acceptance of fresh power
daily in order that he may be an acceptable teacher in pointing
those under his instruction to the same source to draw Saes upon
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that same power. And no man taketh this honor to himself, but
he that is called of God, as else was Aaron. Ebro we touch
upon the divine call as such, the divine call of the priest,
the divine call of the teacher, the divine unction of the
high priest, the divine unction for the teacher who is master
in his profession. So also Christ glorified not himself
to be made an high priest -- to be made a Master Teacher.

No

teacher will glorify himself because of his standing or his
rank or his calling. But he that said unto him, Thou art
my Son, today have I begotten thee. Then in the seventh
verse, speaking now evidently of the Master Teacher Christ,
Who in the days of his flesh when he had offered up prayers
and supplications with strong crying and tears unto him that was
able to save him from death, and was heard in that he feared.
The example for the teacher who has the real heart burden for
others under his care.

Though he were a Son, and that the

Son of God, yet learned he obedience how? By the things
which he suffered. The element of suffering that must come into
the experience of the teacher to perfect him as such. And
being made perfect, he became the author of salvation unto all
thew that obey him.
Now coming down to the twelfth verse, Paul reasons like this:
For when for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need that
se one teach you again whiek-ke-tae -- not yet*which be,* but
that one teach you again the first principles of the oracles of
God. Direct object here.

Teach you again the first principles

of 'the oracles of God, and are become such as have need of
mild , and not of strona, meat.

For everyone that useth milk is
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unskilful

in his word of righteousness, for he is a babe, that

is, not developed. Now this language is very strong. I donft
want to misapply it, but as we have studied on this question from
the very first day on, and Ihave carried it in my teaching experience long, the effect of it has been upon my heart to make
would

me feel that Ii,,need to go back to the first principles of what
makes up an efficient teacher in the service of God. That I

would need to review what those qualifications are, and the
sources on which the teacher may draw, what spirit should characterixe his work, and how to become really a true representative of
the Master Teacher in the work he has given me to do as one
whom he wants to use for the salvation of others.
And the last verse, But strong meat belongeth to them that
are of full age, as it expresse , it here, mature, those who
by reason of use, bhat is, by experience, have their senses
exercised to discern both good and evil. That is the experience
that my soul longs for in a much fuller degree. I feel like a
chit :1 in the face of the great truth that is raised up in thwt
7027d. 7 feel as if T v:ere

I;a1Ling ILy

'Than.

thz,.-41A.0.-i. vast ocean of truth that yet lies before me.
And I want to say, brethren, that it humbles my spirit, my
heart, when I consider how very little I really know of
Christ in the full meaning of the truth tint is available to me
to know. I feel unworthy of being a teacher, of occupying a
high and holy office like that sacred office that it is, but I
know, as was brought out yesterday, that my strength lies in
drinking deeply of the grace of

('-f,c;

that he offers me so

freely and in a more vigorous and more faithful and persistent
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exercise of my mental faculties, and my sense, as suggested here,
to discern good and evil, and to discern truth and to bring
it cut, ani above all, to have those princi:)leu of truth embodied
in giy own life so that tey may be a concrete illustration of
tr th is, for you. remeMber it was said of Jesus that
what he tuu,57:ht he was, and what he 4fiagb‘-kii-41fte was he tauEht.
Tnere was no conflict between the two. Perfect harMony between
wht he said and what he did, between all he taught and all he
di _.• In face the most effective kind of teaching is that
kind tbet is lived.
I .1.2„l not take more time this morning, for I want the time
to be yours.
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Professor Prescott continued his study of yesterday.

11, 33

There was one feature of the discussion that I did not get to
yesterday. Without taking time for a general review, I will say

only this, that there is this close connection between God's provideuces in history and the fundamental ideas of the gospel in the
manifestation of the character of God in the person of His Son. I
would like to call attention to a turning point in history that I
think is of great importance an has a wide bearing, and that is the
crisis that came in the 4th year of Jehoiakim and its effect upon
history, and therefore its effect upon our study of thiso
Let us read the following scriptures.

Jer. 36:1-3:

kind it came to pase in the fourth year of Jehdakim, the eon
of Josiah king of Judah, that this word came unto Jeremiah form the
Lord, saying, Take thee a roll of a book, and writer therein all the
words that I have spoken unto thee against Israel, and against
Judah, and against all the nations, from the day I epake unto thee,
from the days of Josiah, even unto this day. It may be that the
house of Judah will hear all the evil which I purpose to do unto tam;
taat they may return every man from his evil way; that I may forgive
their iniquity and their sin.*
This was God's last effort to save Judah. Hie last effort was
to sum up all the warnings that had been given and put them in writing and make a supreme effort to make a halt to their iniquity that
he might be able to forgive tine it sin instead of punishing their
sin
9th and 14th verses: sAnd it came to pass in the fifth year of

Jehoiakim the son of Josiah king of Judah, in the ninth month, that
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they proclaimed a fast before the Lord to all the people in Jerusale; and
to all the people that came from the cities of Judah unto. Jerusalem.
Then read Baruch in the book the words of Jeremiah in the house of

the Lord, in the chamber of Gemariah the son of Shaphan the scribe,
in the higher court, at the Gutsy of the new gate of the Lord's house,
in the ears of all the people.*
First came Godes command to Jeremiah to have the warnings written
out; then they were read to the people.
verses 15, 16: *And they said unto him, Sit down row, and read
it in our ears, So Baruch read it in their ears. Now it came to
pass, when they had heard all the words, they were afraid, both one
and other, and said unto Barash, We will surely tell the king of all
these words.*

Verse 21: *So the king sent Jehudi to fetch the roll: and he
took it out of Elishama the scribe's chamber: and Jehudi read it in
the ears of the king, and in the ears of all the princes which stood
beside the king.*

Just notice how this reading was to the people, the king and
the princes. What was the result of it?
Verses 33-25: *And it came to pass, that when Jehudi had read
three or four leaves, he cut it with the penknife, and cast it into
the fire that was on the hearth, until all the roll was consumed
in the fire that was on the hearth. Yet they were not afraid, nor
rent their garments, neither the king, nor any of his servants that
heard all these words, Nevertheless Elnathan, and Delliah„ and
Gemariah, had made intercession to the king that he would not burn

the roll; but he would not hear tnem.*
Now what happened as the result of that?

3
Jer. 25:1: *The word that came to Jeremiah concerning all the
people of Judah in the fourth year of Jehdakim the son of Josiah
king of Judah, that was the first year of Nebuchadrezzar king of
Babylon.*
The fourth year of Salataski Jehoiakim was the first year of
Nebuchadnezzar. In the fourth year the roll was written, in the
fifth year it was called to the attention of the people and the

princes and the king himself, and the king, as representative of the
nation, out the roll in pieces and cast it into the fire. He absolutely rejected the counsel of the Lord. That was in the fifth year
of Jehoiakim, and the fifth year of Jehoiakim would be the second
year of Nebuchadnezzar,
Now Daniel 2:1:

in the second year of the reign of Nebuchad-

nezzar, Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams, wherewith his spirit was
troubled, and his sleep brake from him.

Then we have the dream

of the secamd chapter and the interpretation.

What is the significance

of all this?--A final effort on the part of God to save His people
from the Babyloniahcaptivity and their dispersion. That effort was
officially rejected by the king in the fifth year of Jehoiakim, and
that fifth year was the second year of Nebuchadnezzar. When that
final counsel of God was thus officially rejected—and we might say
that God was insulted by the king, for his word was cast into the

fire and burned—then came this dream that God gale Nebuchadnezzar
and this interpretation of the dream. And then what followed?
At this Very time a part of the captives were down in Babylon, kit
the utter destruction of Jerusalem had not been accomplished. Then
comes the is dream and the interpretation concerning the kingdoms

that were to follow. Take these with the statement in Jer. 25:9:
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°Behold, I will tend and take all the families of the north,
saith the Lord, and Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon, my servant,
and will bring them against this land., and against the inhabitants
thereof, and against all these nations round about, and will utterly
destroy them, and snake them an astonishment, and an hissing, and
perpetual desolationec o
We read in the first verse of Daniel 1, In the third year of
the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah came Nebuchadnezzar king of
Babylon unto Jerusalem, and besieged it, And the Lord gave Jehoiakim
king of Judah into his hand.'
The giving of God*s people into the hand of Babylon was the
beginning of that long period during which God's people were under
foreign rulers, and that the Iliclks turning point. You take the
history of Egypt. Egypt was not allowed to prevail against Judah
although it is significant, I think, that at the time when Nebuchad»
nezzar captured Jerusalem, Jerusalem was a vassal of Egypt. But that
was the end of these efforts.
Assyria never was permitted to overthrow Judah. Assyria overthrew the northern kingdom more than a hundred years before Babylon
prevailed over Judah, but Assyria was not able to prevail over Judah.
Take that signal victory in the crisis in the reign of Hezekith,

when God, through His prophet, announced what would happen, and then
fulfilled His word in the case of the Assyrian hosts, and Assyria
Was never able to conquer Judah. But you come to the fourth and
fifth years of Jehoiakim, and you come to a turning point; and. from
that time forward God's people were under foreign rulers. That
changes the whole situation, the whole outlook. Then we have those
kingdoms to deal with, and we begin tnat line of kingdoms that mark
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especially the history m of the development of God's work. It is
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Grecia, Rome Pagan, Rome Papal, and the United
States; and you have that line right down through. The United States
of America is the first government from the time of Babylon that has
not used its civil power to enforce a religion upon the people. God
gave his people into the hands of Babylon, and they have been under
foreign powers ever since. This long period of time began with God
giving his people into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon.
It closes with the giving of his people into the hands of modern
Babylon for that long period of time during which they were oppressed
The United States appears on the scene as the last government, and
this government is an exception to the whole line, in not using
civil power to enforce a religion upon the people.

But when that

government perverts the true Chrtstian principle under which it was
founded and turns about -and oppresses the people of God, that brings
an end to the whole line of history.
That principle is involved7--the rejection of God's counsel by
His prophets led those people to imm, where God turned them over to
be chastised by civil powers. He permitted it, and he has permitted
it during these long centuries. At the close of this controversy,
a power appears on the stage of action, founded on a divine principle,
the first one in this -whole line of history founded upon this principle,--that the civil power should not be used to bind the conscience,
to enforce religion.
Efforts have teen made, of 'course, to bring this government int0
line. When those efforts prevail, and this government is brought into
line with the other powers, there is an end of the controversy, and

that is winat gives me the greatest significance of this government in
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prophecy,--when we view it not as a separate power, but as the last
power in this long line.
ZwasesszxxsextlaimeildelImmuise Now, right after the second

Chapter of Daniel comes the third., The second chapter marks that
turning point is when the people of God were given to the power of
governments. The third chapter snows that God did not give them
under the power of governiments to be persecuted. He calls Nebuchadnezzar "my servant," He gave his people into their hands, but Babylon
was cruel toward his people. The third chapter of Daniel shows plainly Ilia/ those governments that cruelly oppress his people are held
accountable to Him for it. The people are given into their hands,

but the governments are not given the privilege of persecuting them.
Otherwise all persecution would be justified. The third chapter of
Daniel coming right there is to show God's mind concerning this
matter of the perseuction of his peoplpe l although he has given them
under the hand of - these powers because of their transgression.
That principle goes parallel with the other. From the time of
the fourth and fifth years of Jehoiakim, we start on a new line of
history, and I think that change should be marked in order to properly
interpret both prophecy and history.
J. N. ANDERSON:

Ara we justified in saying that Babylon perse-

cuted the people of God and tried to . overthrow their religion? And
the same of redo-Persia? It seems to me they were given a large
measure of liberty under both of those powers. Barring the experience
of Esther, I have yet to find where the Jews were not given the greatest of freedom. Have we any record of Babylon trying to overthrow

the Jewish faith, as a faith?
W.W,PRESCOTT: We have a record of God's mind concerning 'Babylon's
treatment of His people. in the first place we have the principle that

Sim
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is laid down in the 10th chapter of Isaiah. Speaking of Assyria,
he says Assyria is the rod of his anger, sand the staff in their
hand is mind indignation.* That same principle applies to the other
powers. He complains that Babylon, when given power over his people, used that power cruelly.

J. N. ANDERSON: 'here do we find that?
(Several references were given in reply to tnis question, such
as Jer. 51:24, 25, 50:17, and 51:44, also the 34th verse.)
W, W, PRESCOTT: Take the third chapter of Daniel. That certainly was persecution against the Jews because of their faith.

J. b, ANDERSON: Yes, those three men.
W. W. PRESCOTT: But that was representative. Now as to MedoPerSia and Grecia, I do not place so much stress upon those. They

occupy a subordinate place altogether, In the second chapter of
Daniel, all that is said about those two is one short verse, It is
Babylon and Babylon, Jerusalem and Jerusalem.

That is where the

stress is. Just think of the sapce that is given to those right
down through to the end. Medo-persia and Grecia are simply connecting kingdoms.
J. N. ANDERSON: I was trying to get at the philosophy of the
history of these events, Woulanet we have to say that the philosophy
really is this, that Babylon, in a large measure, as an san*ratv

earthly kingdom, and Medo-Persia and Greece, so far from persecuting
Gode s ktngammx people, they rather built up the kingdom of God. The
Mello-Persians restored them to Jerusalem. Alexander gave them great
liberties in Alexandria, and in Jerusalem and Palestine. Those are
the facts of history.

11-1
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W,W,PRESCOTT: When you come to the question of tracing Godie
purposes and his plane, then I look to the Bible for the guide; and
as I take this whole picture in, it is a picture of this controversy
between two opposing forces,--X*sxest the god of this world and the
God of heaven; and the God of heaven is represented by His Son,
through whom he carries on this whole affair. Take the picture in
the Bible, and you certainly must see that Medo-persia and Grecia
are subordinate, It is the first and the fourth kingdom4 that
occupy the space. You find it in the third chapter of Daniel, in
the 7th, the 8th, 11th and 12th chapters„--find you find it again in
Revelation the same way,--that he attempted to establish his kingdom on earth with Babylon as his capital. When that kingdom was
overthrown by Medo-Persia, because that kingdom rejected the counsel
Of God and the threefold message, then these religious ideas do not
come down through Medo-pe±sia and Grecia, but from Babylon: to Rome
by way of Pergamos. MedoQPersia had a hatred of idolatry, while
idolatry is the thing that stands out in Babylon. That is true in
both ancient and modern Babylon. That is the visible expression of
setting up one in the place of God, putting up one in the place of
Christ.
Those principles are the principles I look to, God gave his
people into tne hands of Babylon, They were ureter those powers.
They were not what they were before. The shekina glory waIs Never
restored. They were never free from temporal rulers from that time
on.
W.E.BOWELL: I want to ask this question, Professor prescott:
In speaking of the children of God being under different rulers from
the fall of Jerusalem down to our own time, do you mean by that under
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their rulership in religion, or in the matter of both religion and
civil matters?
W. W. PRESCOTT: Both, I think. They are under the will of
the powers, That was a new experience for them.
W. E. ROWELL: There was a question asked here yesterday that
it seems to me is worthy of discussion, for I believe it is in_ the
minds of all of use It was this: What is the distinction between
sacred and secular history? We have it said in connection with the
schools of the prophets that sacred history was one of their lines
of study, And I believe that the viewpoint that our teachers want to
get of history is the bible viewpoint, the viewpoint that will make.
the teaching most effective to the gospel work. That is what we are
makt aiming at in our work. We want to get a view of our history
teaching that will make it more beneficial for our distinctive
denominational needs. I have heard heads of our college departments
the past
mmxixsza four or five years aga indicate that they had a burden right
along that line,--to make our history work function more fully for
denominational purposes than it seemed to them it had been doing.
That is the kind of light I think we are searching after, I want
to read just a few sentences here that have a bearing on it, and ask
you to give a little thought to this matter from the viewpoint of our
own teaching.
We have this statement under "The School of the Prophets," that
in the records of sacred history were traced the footsteps of Jehovah,'
If we use sacred history in a restricted sense, in the sense that is

presented in the Scriptures, where there is direct dealings with
God's people, I think it would be easy to agree that that would be
within the scope of sacred history.
In the chapter on history and prophecy, there is this further.

-10-

It reads as follows:
"The Bible is the most ancient and the most comprehensive history that men possess. It came fresh from the fountain of eternal
truth, and throughout the ages a divine hand has preserved its purity.
It lights up the far-distant past, where human research in vain seeks

to penetrate. In God's word only do we behold the :power that laid
the foundation of the earth, and that stretched out the heavens.
Here only do we find an authentic account of the origin of nations.
Here only is given a' history of our race unsullied by human pride
or prejudice.
"In the annals of human history the growth of nations, the
rise and fall of empires, appear as dependent on the will and
prowess of man. The shaping of events seems, to a great degree, to
be determined by his power, ambition, or caprice. But in the word of
God the curtain is drawn aside, and we behold, behind, above, and
through all the play and counter-play of human interests and power ad
passions, the agencies of the all-merciful One, silently, patiently
working out the counsell of His own will.
°The Bible reveals the true philosophy of history."

1 49
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There are some thoughts there that have a bearing upon this question, and I thought the question asked yesterday was a very pertinent
one. truss In our teaching and pursuit of the study of history,
to what extent shall we distinguish between sacred and secular history. If Gods will is being worked out, and has been worked out in
tne past in the history of human passions and power and caprices, it
certainly is a most fascinating study to discover that relationship
between God's people and the people of the world.

Allow me this one more suggestion: Uszaxis That any thought
have had about God's relation to the events of the world as recorded
in any kind of history, I find the same practical difficulties in
the matter as I find in discovering God's relationship to all the
phenomena of nature about us, and to many other things that come
under the range of Christian study. There is certainly a marked
relationship between the Creator and the laws and principles of mathemattes, and I have heard some of our mathematics teachers bring out

some most impressive lessons ip connection with the higher mathematics
and other which give one added apprehension and comprehension of what
God is and how He works.
But to attempt to do that in every demonstration of Geography is
an experience that is beyond any compass of mine or any other teacher
that I have foumd. I am not saying that it is not there, but to discover it is a very fascinating search. And as we search with that in
mind, we find more than we tnoughtwe could. How can we discover the
true philosophy of history? The statement here is that the Bible
reveals it. It certainly means this much, that we must keep the Bibs
pretty close to our historical studies if we are going to tracti it
right through and get the superlative benefit from that study.

i
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WoR.FRENCH: The philosophy of history is a very large subject,

I

do not believe it has come from the compass of any one mss mants

conception. To my mind it is a great deal like the blind men who
want to see the elephant. There are certain generil principles upon
which we agree. There are certain general principles that must
govern us in tracing the hand of God in history.
We must remember that while tte footsteps of God are traced in
history, the footsteps of Satan are also traced there. Before Christ
came to this world, God had a kingdom in this world. I will give
you the relations that govern ass me in tracing the hand of God in
ancient history, God had a kingdom in this world. He dealt only
with those kingdoms that were related in some way to His kingdom,
Babylon comes into notice when she is related to Israel. Medo-Persia
Gracia and Rome are noticed in the Bible in sacred history when they
name into touch with His people and performed some phase of work toward His kingdom, either for its advancement or the punishment of
his people.

But now since Isimel has been overthrown we have no literal
earthly kingdom of God in this world. He has chosen no one nation to
he His nation.

The church is his nation in the Christian dispensa-

tion. Then I must trace the hand mg of God in history as related to
His church. And the nations that influence the giving of the gospel
either helping or hindering it, are the ones that I must study in
my correlation of the study of history and the Bible.

Today those nations that Lave been closed to the gospel are open.
God has miraculously opened their doors for the preaching of the
gospel.
QUESION: What kept them closed?
FRENCH: Why, the other power, of course. There is a great con-
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troversy between Christ and Satan, and we must recognize that in
every part of history. The difficulty in understanding this has been
clearly illustrated here among us, Most of our discussion since
we have been here has been over this one point. We do not know wheIkaxsxxsxxxxasx.timxIks the: the correct date is 1793 or 1798, 533 or
538. If we could clearly discriminate in all those details, we could
be in a unanimity of opinion. In some general facts we thoroughly
agree, just like some of those men who went to see the elephant. We
all know that history and Bible must be correlated, but how are we
to discern the footsteps of God in history?
C. M. SORENSON: This is the crux of the whole matter; and the
Bible gives us the philosophy, and history gives us the outworking
of it, There was an old Greek philosopher who said, 'History is
philosophy teaching by example! And that is what we must do with
history.

The economic interpreter of history takes economic facts all
through human progress and stresses those. The politician will do
the same thing, and so it is with different classes of men. We get
the Christian philosophy of history. That is revealed to us in the
Bible. These other men have partial philosophies,--and we sometimes
get a partial philosophy, too.
Now there are two lines of power operating. Imperialism has
two types of motives behind it. Most of the men Mist who bring it
about do so because of the greater profits on investments. Imperial-

ism in the British Empire is largely on the economic basis. Great
Britain has the capacity to see that the more the missionary goes into
ks her heathen possessions, the more coal oil she sells, and the more
knives, forks and sppons she has to manufacture and sell, and so they
favor what might be called the by-products of missions.' They favor

-14missiors„ not as such, but for the civilizing uplift that missionaries
give to the natives. That is working out God's purpose.
If a man catches that thing from the Bible once, he can 012aM deal
with all these multitudinous facts of history and can organize them.
The truest pillosophy we have is given by revelation, and I think that
the great philosopher Paul gave Godts philosophy of Ustory in Acts
17:26-2: "And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to
dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the times
hatmahlmht before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation; that
they should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after him, and
find him, tnougn he be not far from every one of us,"
The extension of opportunities for individuals to seek after
God and find Him ie the purpose of God. Vlimxt We know that if
Germany had. won the war, practically every mission land on earth
would have been dosed except to missionaries made in Germany, for
the German eepire had one policy, and that was to allow only German
missionaries in its territory. They must be made in Germany so as
to serve as a tool through which Germany could work.
But most

the.missioniries come from the United States, and

I can very distinctly see the hand of God in mission extension in
the way the world conflict has turned out. I expected it would turn
out that way when it started, 4ust because of the way Germany has
acted in shutting out missionaries from the lands she has controlede
vie read that
In Gen, 1:284God said to His people, "Be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenish the-earth, and subdue it." That is, he was_to be master
of affairs. So when we harnessed up steam we h fulfilled a part of
God's command. I think it is a pity that men did not discover anaesthetics long ago. They had butchery instead of surgery in past
ages. Men might just as well have discovered that ages and ages ago.
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God turned it all over to man and said, Just as fast as you can make
use of these things you have myrermission to do so.
VOICE: How do you explain the fact that God did not bring it
out before he did?
G, M0 SORENSON: Because the devil had his agencies, too, The
Greeks ware just about to view nature in its reality instead of speculating about it. They were just about to engage in experimental
science when those terrible wars came, and they fell into superstiit
tion and astrology, The devil outA off. There are two forces at work.
Now we have anaesttetios and we have the mierosoope. God would have
been pleased to have men using these things all through the ages, What
was the trouble through the Dark Ages? The Catholic Church encouragdd
downright bas nese, and civilizing influences could not break through
because of the mapsznittuttea superstition.
But the scientists today miss the point in the whole thAng. The.
let their science drag them down into groveling materialism, and they
worship at the feet of materialism in8tead of thanking_ God for the
improved conditions of today.
That has been the main outline of my philosop4(Ye
H.- 0, OLSON: The statement Was quoted from the Bible that GOd
set bounds to these nations, and later a statement was made that the
devil outwits Him.
C, M, SORENSON: I did not mean that God set bounds in which
everything was compIlled to go, because God deals with us as free
agents, God allowed Germany in previous decades to come into possession ef. territory, but they showed.themee3,yes.-unWorthy of the opportunity. God's purpose and man's decision join together to bring
about the culmination. If men see fit to reject God's call,. they do
that at their own peril. I am not a. fatalist. I teach moral respond,
bility.

